PDS-1321
Projector Mount/AST-1321 Extension Column

Color: Black
Weight: 13.00 lb. | 5.9 kg
Weight Capacity: 75 lb. | 34 kg
Height: 15.80 - 23.80 in. | 401.3 - 604.5 mm
Tilt: +16.50° / -16.50°
Pitch: +16.50° / -16.50°
Yaw: +41.00° / -41.00°

Downloads at Mounts.com

DESCRIPTION
The PDS-1321 includes one of Premierâ€™s finest universal projector mounts (PDS-PLUS) and extension columns (AST-1321). The PDS-PLUS allows for suspended projector installation, and the AST-1321 allows for projector extension up to 21 inch.

FEATURES

LIFETIME WARRANTY  UL LISTED
PDS-1321
Projector Mount/AST-1321 Extension Column

DOWNLOAD FULL SIZE CAD FILES AND DIMENSIONAL DRAWINGS AT MOUNTS.COM

ACCESSORIES FOR PDS-1321

Contact Customer Service at 800-368-9700 for an accessory recommendation to meet your needs.

SIMILAR PRODUCTS

PDS-1321
Projector Mount/AST-1321 Extension Column

FTP-FCMAW-QL
Bundle - FTPW w/ PP-FCMA-QL (Quick lock cable)

PBC-2446
Universal Projector Mount with Large Extension Column

SPI-FCTA
Bundle - SPI-PRO w/ PP-FCTA

PDS-FCTA-QL
Projector Mount with T-bar Adapter and Quick-Lock Cable

MAG-FCMAW
Universal Projector Mount w/ False Ceiling Adapter

MORE AT MOUNTS.COM